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Across  
    

1 Amusing kind of joke (5, 5) 25 Cross, age, duke, horse, man, grates, curtain,  
8 British secret service code indicating that   lung, Maiden etc. 

 agent is “licensed to kill” 26 Princess sorceress in Greek myth who killed  

9 Rock opera (initials)   children to punish cheating bastard husband  

10 Right of return (initials)  Jason (also chopped half brother into pieces  

11 Country town in NSW (5, 5)  and threw them into sea) (and tried to poison  

14 Initials shared by celebrated English movie   stepson) 
 director (Psycho), US actor (The Adventures  27 Famous cricket ground in Brisbane (initials) 

 of Robin Hood) with greatly loved actor son  28 What were Søren Kierkegaard, Carl Dreyer  

 (Gilligan’s Island), insufferable, elfin Dutch   and Hamlet? 
 English movie actress (Breakfast at Tiffany’s) 29 Hungarian Australian schizophrenic who  

 and demented Austrian statesman, author and   attacked the Pieta of Michelangelo in Rome  

 icon of evil (Mein Kampf)  with a hammer on 21st May 1972 whilst 
15 In a fashion suitable to the circumstances,   shouting, “I am Jesus Christ. I am Jesus  

 appropriately  Christ” (lauded widely as an act of radical  

17 Tragic, alcoholic American author (1809-49)   performance art by trendy art intellectuals of 
 (The Murders in the Rue Morgue etc.)  the day) (6, 4) 

18 Coarse acronym of US origin for popular    

 50’s rocker hairdo 
 

Down 
19 Exotic garment worn by women in India  

 consisting of a long piece of material  1 Famous movie character played by Marlon  

 swathed elaborately around body  Brando (not Terry Malloy, Vito Corleone,  
22 What is Dr. Harry?  Major Weldon Penderton, Johnny, Kid Rio,  

23 Celebrated US artist known for basketballs   Napoleon, Zapata, Fletcher Christian, Val  

 suspended in glass cases, stainless steel   Xavier, Christian Diestl, Colonel Kurtz or 
 rabbit, giant puppy made from flowers,   Jorel) (remembered mainly for ripped T-shirt 

 ghastly figures of cartoon bears, Michael   and yelling in coarse manner for wife) 
 Jackson, Bubbles, the Pink Panther etc. and  2 Biblical patriarch from whom, according to  

 enormous pornographic photographs of self   Orthodox Judaism, all non-Jews descend 

 having sex 3 Famous character in gloomy Samuel Beckett  

24 Name shared by ruthless Communist dictator   play (not Vladimir, Estragon, Hamm, Clov, 

 born Josip Broz (sent by Lenin to promulgate   Nagg, Pozzo or Lucky) 

 red terror in post-war Yugoslavia) and over- 4 Act in a servile, sycophantic, obsequious or  
 weight Jacksons member  groveling manner (from the ancient Chinese  
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Down (contd.)  
    

 practice of bending down to touch the fore- 20 Big blood vessel 

 head on the ground in the presence of the  21 A small hotel providing food, drink and  

 Emperor)  accommodation 
5 A wild gathering marked by unrestrained,  22 Popular form of home entertainment  

 promiscuous sexual activity and excessive   essential on Saturday night in order to avoid  

 drinking  having to watch Parky or The Bill 
6 A person or thing playing a small part in a  24 Portable abode of nomadic Arab 

 larger organization or process 26 20th Century statesman (known as The Great  

7 Volcanic island in Indonesia (in Sunda strait   Helmsman) known for pithy aphorisms such  
 between Java and Sumatra) partially   as “Politics is war without bloodshed, while  

 destroyed in historic eruption of 1883  war is politics with bloodshed”, “The seizure  

12 Initials shared by French composer (1899-   of power by armed force, the settlement of  

 1983) (and Les Six member) known for   the issue by war, is the central task and the  

 marvelous film music (Blood of the Poet,  highest form of revolution”, “Revolutionary  

 The Wages of Fear, Orphée, The Innocents,   war is an antitoxin which not only eliminates  
 Dead of Night etc.) and morally degenerate   the enemy's poison but also purges us of our  

 Geelong footy legend (known as “God”)  own filth”, “All reactionaries are paper 

13 Beverage made from fermented cereal  tigers”, “Every Communist must grasp the 
16 What were Alex and his ultraviolet gang in   truth: political power grows out of the barrel 

 loathsome 1971 Stanley Kubrick movie   of a gun” etc., etc., etc. 

 A Clockwork Orange? 28 Dickie Loeb or Def Leppard (initials) 
18 Hate, loathe, despise, abhor (as in “I … the    

 movies of Stanley Kubrick”)  23 April 2003 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 


